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BROKEN -- Given a choice between slavery and ostracization, Jessica chooses to
kneel naked before her department head so she can continue studying for her
PhD in psychology. That decision takes her down a dark path to abuse,
exploitation, and torment of both her body and her spirit. Some things can never
be fixed.

Korin Dushayl "writes with authority and compassion about those who live within
the lifestyle. Broken and Shattered explore issues including finding and initiating a
submissive partner, informed consent, and the difference between dominating
someone and exploiting their needs."

Elizabeth Coldwell
author, anthologist, magazine editor

SHATTERED -- When a sweet, intelligent twenty-five year old with undiagnosed
Asperser and PTSD seeks help from a ruthless, unscrupulous, sadistic therapist,
she shatters his psyche and throws him into a suicidal depression. Her crude
attempt to pick up the pieces -- enslaving him and subjecting him to unethical,
unsanctioned, experiments -- ignores the lines of consent and the responsibilities
of a Dominant. Just where does one cross the point of no return? -- Inspired by a
true story. Just where do you cross the point of no return?

"The work ... unfolds with the assured touch of a bestselling mainstream author,
seducing us into the lives of people with needs and agendas that find wings in the
dark. Only an author familiar with this landscape could peel back these layers of
psychological complexity without flinching and without dramatic compromise ...
Prepare to submit to this reading experience, which will mark you with its
narrative power. 

Larry Brooks, USA Today bestselling author of
Darkness Bound and Bait and Switch
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PLAYING WITH DOLLS -- "a unique and emotionally charged book"
Jesse enjoys playing with dolls and wearing girls' clothing and everyone from his
parents, teachers, friends, and neighbors assumes he will grow up gay. As an adult
the burden of those assumptions hampers his ability to come to terms with his
sexuality

Reviewers call Playing With Dolls "a must read for anyone who ever had to learn
how to be comfortable in their own skin"; "a great job depicting a young man's
journey in discovering his true self"; and "a unique and emotionally charged
book."

CHOICES -- Must Linda's sexual awakening destroy her marriage?

From fairy tales to modern legal tradition, society demands we love exclusively,
even though many only find happiness with multiple partners. Linda finally
confronts long neglected sexual needs when Phil forces himself on her in Chicago.
But back in Portland, her husband's insistence on monogamy forces her to choose
between his limitations and her own insatiable desires.

THE LADY & THE SPYDER series (five books) -- A BDSM erotica space opera

The Lady & The Spyder series pairs dramatic adventures on worlds light years
away in a far-distant future with the age-old battle between purity and
pleasure—and those who use one as a weapon against the other.

The Lady Cassandra -- FemDom, slave owner, Dominatrix -- finds her lifestyle and
her livelihood threatened by a fast-rising fanatical movement founded by a
former client. Her alpha slave, Captain Varyl Malonds aka Spyder -- smuggler and
superb pilot with incredible tactical skills. He gambles everything to save his Lady
and fight the Righteous Order of Piety Purists threatening the subsistence,
freedom, lifestyle choices, and delectation of all.


